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Teachers Feedbark conducted by 1QAC 

Report for the academic session 2021-22 

Teacher's satisfaction survey was conducted by 1QAC of the college. The said survey was conducted to 

know the perception of teacher's about the academic environment and duties assigned to them. 

Total 38 faculty members from different disciplines participated in this survey. Survey was conducted by 

using Google form, and results were collected and analyzed. It has been reported that a majority of the 

faculty found the syllabus suitable as per the course and at the same time they opined of the 

improvisation needs for futuristic needs. 

Prescribed number of books also varies from faculty wise thus the survey gathers different opinions. The 

faculty opined the need to balance availability of books in various subjects' streams. The faculty 

emphasized that per student per book ratio should increase. The need for increasing the ratio of 

students and faculty usage of the Library should also increase. 

It was found that the syllabus is giving a good amount of flexibility and choices to opt any of the papers 

as per learner's choice. Internal examinations are conducted as per academic calendar, but often the 

difficult geographical constraint is a big hindrance. Apart from this university results plays an important 

role, which seems unfavorable as it is marked by delays 

Faculty members are upgrading themselves as per the need of the time through various 

FDP/Induction/Orientation/Short-term training programs etc, and implementing the same while 

delivering their lectures. 

Academic environment is student-teacher friendly but to conduct the classes using the latest modern 

technology the classrooms and infrastructure needs to be facilitated with updated infrastructure and 

furnishing needs in accordance with the said objective. 

All the faculties recommend training for their subordinate and library staff on urgent basis. 

Majority of faculty members strongly demanded for the following essentials: 

Staff canteen was in high demand. 

Needs flexibility and autonomy for utilization of funds allotted to the department, as per 

departmental need. 
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Infrastructure improvement. 

Books according to the latest NEP-2020 syllabus. 

Uninterrupted Wi-Fi facility. 

Need more academic staff. 

Attendance rules for students should be strictly implemented. 

Needs freedom to conduct their classes. 
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Faculty Name 

38 responses 

Dr. Sanjeeb Singh negi 

MAMTA RAWAT 

Dr.Padma vashist 

Dr. Pushpa Panwar 

Dr.Arti Khamduri 

Dr. Satyendra Kumar 
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Dr. Kamlesh Chandra Pandey 

Mr. Naveen Singh Rawat 

Dr. Preetam Singh 

Dr. Ankita Bora 

Dr.Deependra Singh Topwal 

Soban singh 
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Dr Nishant bhatt 
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Dr Arvind Mohan Painuly 

Arvind singh rawat 

Dr Preeti Sharma 

Mr.Valbhav Singh Rawat 

Subhash Chandra Nautiyal 

Dr Jayendra Singh Sajwan 

Maitreyi Thapliyal 

Dr sushil Kumar kagdiyal 

Dr. Sandeep Kumar 
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Dr.Rajni Gusain 

Pushpa Kumari 

Dr. Pooran Chandra Painuli 

Dr. Vijay Prakash Semwal 

Dr Minakshi Sharma 
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Copy 1.syllabus is suitable to the course 

38 responses 
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5 
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Copy 2. Aims and objectives of the syllabi are well defined and clear to 

teachers and students 
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3.Syllabus is need based 
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Copy 4. Course content is followed by corresponding reference material 

38 responses 

20 
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11 (28.9%) 10 

2 (5.36) 2(5,3) 
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Copy 5. Sufficient number of prescribed books are available in the library 
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6. The course/Syllabus has good balance between theory and 

application 
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7. The course/ Syllabus has made me interested in the subject area 
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0 (0%) 

2 (5.36) 

U CopyY 8. The syllabus of this subject increased my knowledge and perspective 

in the subject area 
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14 (36.86) 
15 

13 (24.2%6) 
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Copy 9. The course of studies carries sufficient number of optional paper 
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0 
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12 (31.60) 0 
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O (0%) 
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Copy 10. The books prescribed as reference materials are relevant, updated 

and appropriate 

38 responses 

20 

18 (47.4 ) 

15 

11 (28.9%) 10 

7 (1846) 
1 (2.66) 1 (26%) 
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U Copy 11. Infrastructure of facilities, such as teachers room, class rooms, 
reading rooms and toilets are available in the departments 

38 responses 

5 

14 (36 8% 

10 (26.3) 

7 (18.46) 
6 (15.86) 
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Copy 12. Staff canteen is available at the college level 

38 responses 

20 
20 (52.5 
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10 (26.3) 
10 
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Copy 13. Tests and examinations are conducted well in time with proper 

coverage of all units in the syllabus 

8r sponses 

20 
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Copy 14. I have the freedom to adopt new techniques/ strategies of teaching 

such as seminar presentations, group discussion and learners 

participation 
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15. The environment in the department is conducive to teaching and Copy research 
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Copy 16. The administration is teacher friendly 
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O 
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Copy 17. The university provides adequate and smooth support for projects 

and research facilities 
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Copy 18.Are you well equipped with evaluation pattern of the university 
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Copy 19. Do you feel that university is declaring results on due time? 

38 responses 

15 
14 (36.8 ) 

8(21.1%) 
7 (18.4) 

5 (13.2%) 4(10.5%) 

Copy 

20. Do you feel that your subordinate staff should undergo training for 

their work? 

38 responses 

15 

11 (28.9%) 11 (28.90) 

10 (26.3) 

1 (2.6%) 



21. Give your suggestions to improve the overall academic environment of your 
institution 
38 responses 

1.University should conduct exam in proper time and declare students result in time. 2.college should make educational calendar and it must be followed. 3.Election duties also disturbed the teaching- learning environment. 

More infrastructure should be provided for all streams to update knowledge 
Awareness about new innovations 

Library and Reaserch Lab should be updated in the college level. 

Should provide funds for field visits and academic tour 
2.Give flexibility to utilize departmental funds from one category to another whichever is needed on need based 

Classes must be well Equipped and need to be purchase new research journals 

Suggestions for academic improvement 
1-Continuity of students and teachers in classroom ( flow of the lectures and studies should 
not be interrupted at any cost) 
2-Teacher Student rapport (we should get connected with students either by sense of humour 
or knowledge, a teacher must have the quality of engagement and leadership parallelly) For infrastructure improvement -

1-Availability of basic facilities like toilet and drinking water are the main concern. 

Time to time Lectures by distinguished professionals. 

N.A 

Classroom teaching should be encouraged rather than abundance of extra curricular activities. 

Research activities should be promoted and Classroom teaching must be equipped with ICT 

Good Books Should be provided to library. 

Teacher should be introduced with new methodologies of teaching along with refresher 
couses in due time. 

Urgent need of lab requirement, need of well equipped library to cover the syllabus as per NEP2020, proper internet connectivity and computer accessories at deparment level. 

Basic amenities must be provided by the administration in college 

More teaching techniques are to be needed for teachers and students 

Lot needs to be done on all fronts 

Frequent interactions with students and teachers are considered as the helpful technique to understand their needs and prohibit teacher-student agitation in college. 

To improve research facilities. 

Improving the physical, mental, and emotional health of faculty can also have a direct impact on student learning and wellbeing9. 

There should be an apt redressal mechanism with minimum possibility for procrastination. 
There must be scope for creative approach of learning, College should provide basic facility to do such activity, as a mathematics teacher we have so many planning about how can we make better environment of teaching learning, and also our objective to do mathematics learning through different activity, project presentation,and our main objective is how student will be able to generalise thing but for all these we want some basic need infrastructure as well as support to do such activity. 

Academics should be given more freedom in terms of deciding and choosing their pace and 



time for teaching and research based activities. 

There needs to be provision of books in the library for faculty and students alike 

NA 

Authority has to understand the importance of bifurcation of working time in between 
academics and teaching. Environment to let the philosophy come back in research has to be 

Created. At least basic need of today's academics has to be inculcated in the institutron 

Needed some more teaching staff 
We should have some more equipment for better understanding of students. 

Good Library,Innovations, HardWork ,and Dicipline improve the environment of institution 

Measure the students out comes and improve. Keep the campus ground clean and green. 

Suggest that transport facilities should provide by the institution for betterment of the 

students. 

Established a supportive learning culture. 

Keep a Positive Academic environment. 

We use smart classrooms and all new technologies that are use to develop offline and online 

learning. 

Improved the Research Activity 

75 persent attendance should be mandatory for all students. 

we should create a secure and dependable structure to improve overall academic environment 

in the institute. 

More faculties should be enhanced and more research journals should be in the department 

Creating a secure and dependable structure. 

No suggestion 

Mindset and Motivation for improvisation in Teaching standards. Focus on positive motivators 

and not punitive measures. 
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